Solving the Robust Design Problem for MMSFNs Considering Node Failure.
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Abstract:
Robust design for a flow network is considered an NP-hard problem. It is defined as finding the best capacities for components so that the network survives even when nodes fail. MMSFNs (multi-source multi-sink flow networks are utilized across numerous real-world systems, including logistics, computing, transportation, and telecommunication systems. In this paper, the robust design for multi-commodity MMSFNs with node failures been investigated and solved using GA-based approach. Because despite many studies in this area, no study is given in this section. The solution approach to this problem is divided into two parts, outer GA and internal GA. The outer GA searches for the optimal capacity of nodes into the minimum-sum network. The internal GA searches for the best vector with maximum system reliability. This study was applied to three networks to ensure their effectiveness and success in achieving the desired objective of the study.
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Introduction
Network reliability is important because it largely determines the internet infrastructure complex’s degree of security and reliability [Sarintip and Kailash, 2006]. System reliability can be considered as a performance signal to measure the capacity or accuracy level of a demand-supply system [Lin, 2009]. Network reliability is the durability by which a network with all its subnets and constituents is expected to successfully perform a task under conditions that occur for a specified period of time between the source and the target. Network reliability is the probability that a configured request will be successfully sent across the network according to the transmission budget [Lin and Yeh, 2011].
Network reliability as the probability that the accumulation of the sink is supplied by an accumulation source [Bobbio et al., 2011]. The reliability of a system is known as the probability of sending a certain amount of flow from a source node to a sink node [Forghani-elahabad and Mahdavi-Amiri, 2013;2014;2015;2016]. The assumption for a conventional power system's reliability assessment is that it will carry out its functions properly and without error for a set amount of time under typical operating circumstances [López-Prado et al., 2020]. Reliability is a useful tool that describes the operational efficiency of a transportation network [Niu et al., 2020].

Robust design is the process used to find the optimal representation of product design. The term "Best" is cautiously defined to mean that the design is the most affordable answer to complex product development based on the needs of the customer. [Fowlkes and Creveling, 1995]. Robust design is a statistical experimental design that is systematically used to improve the design of products and processes. Robust design is the process of improving quality through the design of better products or manufacturing methods [Yong, 1998]. In addition to understanding that an algorithm must provide "good" solutions for test problems with different sized and numerical characteristics, a strong person also understands that the algorithm must provide "good" solutions once restrictions are added or removed. We are aware that function [Chabrier, 2004] should Robust design is an effective method for achieving advantageous consistency quickly and inexpensively. [Yang, 2007]. The robust design challenge in capacitive existing networks is to calculate the exact capacity allotted to each arc so that the network can function even in the event of an arc failure. To address this challenge, an algorithm was developed [Chen, 2012]. In Research [Cho and Shin, 2012], a robust design model based on redacted sample selection is presented by developing a framework for redacted experimental design, a technique for evaluating robust design using censored maximum likelihood, and an optimization model for redacted robust design. The idea of manufacturing quality in products and processes serves as the foundation of this design, and it is regarded as among the most crucial ideas in system engineering design to enhance quality and streamline operations [Radwan et al., 2020] used GA to identify issues with robust design for solitary and dual stable product channels with node failures. In the study [Massoudi et al., 2021], strength is calculated as the sampled volume of required geometric and operational deviations. To handle the large number of additional evaluations required for the robustness calculation, an artificial neural network is used to generate a fast and accurate proxy for the high-fidelity model Assessing a system's operational reliability is the procedure of figuring out whether it meets the certain
standard. In the power system's making plans, design, and procedure, assessing the system's reliability is a critical and essential issue [Al-Shaalan].

MMSFN is important because it is implemented in numerous real-world networks, including telecommunications, computer, and transportation networks an algorithm to calculate the precise reliability coefficient for the MMSFN lowest path was presented in study [Elahabad and Amiri, 2016]. Study [Hassan and Abdou, 2019] provided a survey to analyze the MMSFN's dependability under time restraints. A diagram was presented in research [Hassan, 2021] to increase the accuracy of the volume vertex of the apportioned budget problem. The first section of this diagram explores the favored components that can be indicated at the lowest cost in the system. In the second section, we looked at the current arc with the highest reliability of the assigned components' capacitive arc. Research [Hassan, 2021] used applied GA to solve the reliability optimization model of the MMSFN system with transmission set budget. By obtaining a better set of lower bound points, these achieve the highest level of system reliability. Modeling and problem-solving of real-world technical systems, such as networking and telecommunication systems, power transmission systems, transport and logistics systems, and manufacturing systems, have frequently utilized multistate flow networks [Niu, 2021].

GA is a technique commonly used in computing to locate approximations of optimization solutions. Inheritance, mutation, choice, and fusion are just a few examples of the evolutionary algorithms used by the GA, a specific class of evolutionary algorithms [Melanie, 1999]. GA is a responsive algorithmic method based on the mechanisms and principles of natural selection and the idea of natural humankind's fittest [Katayama and Sakamoto, 2000]. GA is a global search and stochastic optimization technique that uses the metaphor of organic evolutionary biology. The goal is to use the preservation of the fitness values principle to sort through a population of potential solutions and come up with progressively better simplifications of the solution. Later, GA, which is based on biological evolutionary principles, gained popularity as an optimizer for resolving engineering problems [Lai, 2001]. GA is an example of evolutionary computation and a model for optimization type algorithms. Chromosomes, strands of DNA, provide an abstract model of living organisms. Subsections of chromosomes or genes are used to learn different characteristics of an individual. During reproduction, the genes of the parents cooperate to form the genes of the offspring [Lobo and Chavan, 2012]. GA is one of the best optimization algorithms. It is a general algorithm that works well in any search space and is suitable for generating quality solutions. The principles of selection and evolution are used to derive several solutions for a particular problem [Abed and Tang, 2013]. GA excels in continuous expansion and development. It is based on the principles of natural selection and
the biological mechanisms of genetics. In nature, genetic and evolutionary biological processes simulated by GA, population searches and information exchange between different individuals are also performed to generate globally applicable optimization searches [Du, 2014]. A GA is proffered to enhance the MMSFN system's dependability when the flow allocation problem in [Hassan, 2016] is solved. GA is a graph based on the genetic mechanism of natural selection and reflective global stochastic search algorithms [Liu, 2016]. The authors in [Hamed et al., 2020] utilized GA to determine the optimum capacity with the least total capacity and most reliability, thus solving the capacity allocation problem in flow channels. Additionally, the authors in [Elden et al., 2020] were using GA to find the ideal elements that optimize reliability and reduce total allocation in order to solve the MMSFN system reliability optimization problem. Likewise, the MMSFN robust design problem was resolved by the authors in [Boubaker et al., 2023] using GA.

In this study, we used GA-based approach to solve the robust design problem in MMSFNs with node failure. We obtain the minimum sum of the node capacities and examine the conditions for adopting the flow vector that obtains the maximum reliability assessment. We illustrate three network examples to demonstrate the efficiency of the algorithm.

The paper is prepared as follows: we approach in section 2 notations and expectations. In section 3 we explain problem formulation. The proposed approach is presented in section 4. We depict the posited reach in section 5. We offer studied cases in section 6. Finally, we present the conclusion in section 7.

- **Assumptions**
  - The flow rate must accept the coefficient of low flow rate.
  - Components have independent statistical capacities.
  - The state capacity of a node is a random variable with an integer value that takes the values \(0 < 1 < 2 < \ldots < M\) according to a certain distribution.
  - The maximum capacity of a route is not exceeded by the flow along that route.

2 Robust Design for MMSFN

For network capacity assignment and network structure analysis, the network structure is crucial. We define the minimal paths to network then determine coverage node and critical node to avoid the reliability drop to zero.

2.1 Capacity Assignment

The maximum capacity in a single-source single-sink system \(M_i\) (pointing to the maximum capacity of a node \(i\)). of \(n_i\) varies from zero to the requirement value. Even so, in MMSFNs,
there are numerous requirements placed by the sinks. As an outcome, the following idiom is suggested here just to set $M_i$ values.

Let $\bar{S}_i = \sum_{\text{sd}_{w,j} | n_i \in MP_{i,j}} \bar{S}_i$, then $0 \leq M_i \leq \bar{S}_i + \nu$, $\nu \in [0, U]$, $U$ is a positive integer.

($sd_{w,j}$ pointing to demand for resource $w$ at sink node $t$, $MP_{i,j}$ sign to The $k^{th}$ Minimal path from source $i$ to sink $j$).

If $n_i$ is a critical node, then $M_i$ should not be less than $\bar{S}_i$.

### 2.2 Coverage Node

When $n_i, n_j \in N$. and no flow pass through $n_j$ when $n_i$ failed, we called this case $n_j$ is covered by $n_i$ and $n_j \subseteq n_i$

($\mathcal{N}$ sign to the set of nodes $\{n_b | 1 \leq b \leq \eta a\}$, $\eta a$ sign to number of nodes).

### 2.3 Critical Node

The node $n_i$ is called critical node if $R_S$ is zero when node failed. ($R_S$ pointing to the system reliability)

### 2.4 Probabilities States for each Node

At first we should be defining the probability $r_i$ of $n_i$ for the current capacity $L$ ($0 \leq L \leq M_i$) for $n_i$, $Pr\{L\}$:

$$Pr\{L\} = \binom{M_i}{L} r_i^L (1 - r_i)^{M_i-L}$$

(1)

## 3 Problem Formulation

According to another subsection, this issue is split into two bifurcation issues. Finding the best ability to distribute among a group of network nodes is the first bifurcation issue. The second branching problem is to search for an optimal feasible solution for the current variable to assess the system’s dependability.

### 3.1 The Problem of First Branch

Assign the capacity to the set of nodes $(n_1, n_2, ..., n_{\eta a})$ as $M = (M_1, M_2, ..., M_{\eta a})$. The mathematical formula of this problem is as follows:

$$\text{Minimize } \bar{S} \quad (2)$$

$$\text{S. t. }$$

$$\text{Maximize } R_S \quad (3)$$

Where $\bar{S} = \sum_{i=1}^{\eta a} M_i$ pointing sum of the allocated capabilities and correlating system stability, $R_S$. 

---
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3.2 The Second Branch Problem

Inspecting flow vectors that succeed in realizing the equations (4)-(6) (debated in, [Hassan, 2016; Liu et al., 2007].

\(F\) pointing to the flow vector characterized by 
\[F = (f_{1,1,1,1,1}, f_{1,1,1,2,1}, \ldots, f_{i,j,k,l,n_r}, \ldots, f_{\sigma,\theta,k,\sigma,\theta,n_r}),\]
where 
\[f_{i,j,k,w}\] represents the amount of resource flow \(w\) on \(MP_{i,j,k}\), \(\eta r\) refers to number of resources,
\[
\sum_{i=1}^{\sigma} \sum_{k=1}^{k_{i,j}} f_{i,j,k,w} = s d_{w,j} = 1, \ldots, n_r; j = 1, \ldots, \theta \tag{4}
\]
\[
\sum_{j=1}^{\theta} \sum_{k=1}^{k_{i,j}} f_{i,j,k,w} \leq s r_{w,i} = 1, \ldots, n_r; i = 1, \ldots, \sigma \tag{5}
\]

\(X\) pointing to capacity vector, \(X = (x_1, x_2, \ldots, x_{n_a})\)
\[
x_l \leq M_l = 1, \ldots, n_a \tag{6}
\]

Where,
\[
x_l = \sum_{i=1}^{\sigma} \sum_{j=1}^{j_{i,j}} \sum_{k=1}^{k_{i,j,k,w}} \sum_{n_r=1}^{n_r} \{f_{i,j,k,w} \mid n_b \in MP_{i,j,k}\} \tag{7}
\]

The capacity vector's dependability is explicated by this equation.
\[
\Re X = \prod_{l=1}^{n_a} Pr \{x \geq x_l\} \tag{8}
\]

4 The Proposed Approach

The proposed approach is divided into two GAs, where the final GA (internal) is used to fulfill conditions (4) to (6) according to equations (4) to (6) in order to determine the optimal interconnection to assign to the nodes, and the first GA (outer) is used to do so. The resulting current vector maximizes system reliability. The components of our proposed approach include chromosome representation, population at the beginning, fitness, the crossing procedure, and the mutagenesis process.

4.1 The Outer GA

4.1.1 Representation

The primary distinction among various GA models can be found in the chromosomal representation procedure. Using a collection of randomly generated solutions, a population of chromosomes is generated as the first phase of the GA procedure (chromosomes). Then, scores based on fitness are assigned to each member of the community to assess them. The
chromosome $M^j$ is demonstrating by a string of long $(n_a)$, $(n_a)$ relates to the quantity of nodes as shown in this equation $(M_1, M_2, \ldots, M_{n_a})$.

4.1.2 Initial Population

Initializing the population is the first step in an evolutionary algorithm. A portion of the current generation solution is the community. Chromosomes can also be used to define the term "population $M^j.$" Typically, the first generation, the initial population $M(0)$, is randomly generated. In the iterative process, a population $M_i$ of generation $i$ ($i = 1, 2, \ldots$) is constructed.

4.1.3 Fitness Function

The fitness function allows the algorithm to identify the chromosome with the highest fitness among other chromosomes, which can guide the genetic algorithm to the best solution [Abed and Tang, 2013]. Choosing fitness is one of the most common ways of choosing parents. In this process, individuals can become parents with a probability symmetric to their fitness. Therefore, fit individuals are more likely to reproduce and propagate their traits to the next generation. This therefore exerts selection pressure on the fitter individuals in the population, leading to the evolution of better individuals over time. The fit indices calculation for each solution $i$ in the population is demonstrated by the following algorithm.

$$fit(i) = \sum_{j=1}^{NP1} \text{Normalized} \cdot \frac{fit(i)}{\sum fit(i)}$$

End for

4.1.4 Selection Process

The genetic algorithm's selection process is one of the most crucial phases. The purpose of the selection phase is to identify and preserve the genetic traits of the fittest individuals for the following generation. We choose two groups of people (parents) based on fitness ratings. Higher physical fitness levels increase the likelihood that a person will be chosen for reproduction.

Even though roulette wheel selection is used in this study, it is thought to be the most popular kind of selection. It is employed to choose possibly beneficial pass solutions and is also a superior standard technique of familial selection [Abed and Tang, 2013]. Selection in this method is symmetrical with individual fitness. The more fit an individual has (best chromosome), the more likely to be selected. In this research, the 2 different parents were chosen via a roulette wheel mechanism based on their cumulative total.

//Roulette wheel algorithm
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Begin
for j = 1 to NP1
    for i = j to NP1
        CSum (j) = CSum (j) + Normalize_fitness(i) //CSum stands for commutative sum
    End for i
End for j
Generate number random k ε [0,1]
for j = 1 to NP1
    if k > CSum (j)
        parent 1 = j – 1
    end if
End for j
Generate number random k ε [0,1]
for j = 1 to NP1
    if k > CSm (j)
        parent 2 = j – 1
    end if
End for j
End

4.1.5 Crossover
In a genetic algorithm, crossover is the most crucial step. A crossover point is chosen at random from the genes for each set of parents to mate. The process of producing offspring helps to exchange the We implement a one-point crossover operator that replicates the genes from the very first parent even before crossover point, followed by the genes from the second parent just after crossover point, which accepts a single crossover point at irregular intervals. [Malik, 2019].

\[ N_{c1} = [N_{p1}(i)]_{i=1}^{q} + [N_{p2}(i)]_{i=q+1}^{na} \]
\[ N_{c2} = [N_{p2}(i)]_{i=1}^{q} + [N_{p1}(i)]_{i=q+1}^{na} \]

Where \( N_{c1} \) and \( N_{c2} \) are the children and \( N_{p1} \) and \( N_{p2} \) are the parents and \( q \) is the random cut-point.

4.1.6 Mutation
The act of introducing new genetic material into a population is known as a mutation [Abed and Tang, 2013]. Through the application of this technique, we were able to sustain genetic diversity from one population generation to another. We also use it to avoid the genetic algorithm getting stuck in a local minimum or the arrival at a less than ideal outcome.

Generate a random number \( \vartheta \in [0,1] \)
If \( \vartheta \leq Mul \) then \( \) (\( Mul \) pointing to mutation rate)

\{ 
    For i = 1 to n do
        \( N_{c2}(i) = \vartheta \cdot \vartheta \in \{0,1, \ldots, \eta_{i}\} \)
    End for
\}

---
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4.2 The Internal GA
The ideal set of lower bound points that enhance the system's reliability are chosen using an internal GA. Maximizing system reliability requires a flexible formula of the optimal reduction control issue.

Identify the ideal set of $X$.

\[ \text{s.t.} \]

\[ \mathcal{R}_S \text{ is maximized.} \]

Equations used to resolve searching problem for flow vectors given in section 4.2.

4.2.1 Representation
The chromosome $f$ is symbolizing by a series of length $(LF)$, $(LF)$ mentions to the number result by multiply number to minimal path $(\eta p)$ and the number to resource $(\eta r)$ ($f_{1,1,1,1}, f_{1,1,2,1}, \ldots, f_{i,j,k,l,1}, \ldots, f_{a,\theta,k,\theta,\eta,\eta}$).

4.2.2 Initial Population
A population of people is where the process begins. Every person is a part of the answer to the issue you're trying to solve. Genes are a set of parameters (variables) that represent an individual. A Chromosome is made up of a string of genes (solution).

4.2.3 Fitness Function
The fitness function is a function that requires an alternative solution to the problem as input and outputs how "fit" or "good" the alternative solution is in relation to the research problem under considering. The next algorithm shows how to determine the fitness for each solution $i$ in the population, considering $X^i$ corresponding to $f^i$, each $f^i$ satisfies equations (4-6) presented in section 4.2.

\[
\text{fit}(i) = \mathcal{R}_{X^i}
\]

\[
\text{for } i = 1:NP2 \quad \text{(NP2 sign to number of chromosomes)}
\]

\[
\text{Normalize \_ fitness} = \text{fit}(i)/\sum_i \text{fit}(i)
\]

End for

4.2.4 Selection Process
We used roulette wheel mechanism to pick out two parents as shown in detail in section 5.1.4.

//Roulette wheel algorithm
Being

\[
\text{for } j = 1 \text{ to } NP2 \\
\text{for } i = j \text{ to } NP2 \\
\quad C\text{Sum} \ (j) = C\text{Sum} \ (j) + \text{Normalize \_ fitness}(i) \\
\text{End for } i \\
\text{End for } j \\
\text{Generate number random } k \in [0,1] \\
\text{for } j = 1 \text{ to } NP2
\]
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if \( k > CSum(j) \)
\[
\text{parent } 1 = j - 1
\]
end if
end for

Generate number random \( k \in [0,1] \)
for \( j = 1 \) to \( NP2 \)
if \( k > CSum(j) \)
\[
\text{parent } 2 = j - 1
\]
end if
end for
end

### 4.2.5 Crossover

Crossover is described in section 5.1.5 with some modification to be suitable for generating new offspring for \( F \).

\[
F_{c1} = [F_{p1}(i)]_{i=1}^{q} + [F_{p2}(i)]_{i=q+1}^{L_f}
\]
\[
F_{c2} = [F_{p2}(i)]_{i=1}^{q} + [F_{p1}(i)]_{i=q+1}^{L_f}
\]

Where \( F_{c1} \) and \( F_{c2} \) are the new vectors generation and \( q \) is the random cut – point.

### 4.2.6 Mutation

Another genetic operator found in nature is mutation. The Explorative process utilizes mutation to preserve genetic variation in a population through one generation to another [Bourmistrova and Khantsis, 2010].

Produce a different value \( \vartheta \in [0,1] \)
If \( \vartheta \leq Mu2 \) then (\( Mu2 \) pointing to mutation rate)
\[
\text{For } i = 1 \rhd L_f, \text{do}
\]
\[
F_{c1}(i) = \vartheta, \vartheta \in \{0,1, \ldots, MaxF\}, MaxF \text{ the max value can be specific to } f_i
\]
End for
\]

### 5 Evaluating Rs

If \( X^1, X^2, \ldots, X^l \) are each lower boundary points obtained from the generated vectors \( X^1, X^2, \ldots, X^{NP2} \) [Lin, 2001], then system robustness \( R_S \) is computed using equation (9)

\[
R_S = pr \bigcup_{i=1}^{l} \{ W | W \geq X^i \} \tag{9}
\]

\( pr\{W\} = pr\{w_1\}.pr\{w_2\}.\ldots.pr\{w_{seq}\} \). Afterward, we apply the iterative sum of disjoint products (RSDP) method introduced by [Zuo, 2007]

When \( TM_1 = pr\{w \geq X^1\} \)
And $TM_i = pr\{W \geq X^i\} - pr\{\bigcup_{j=1}^{i-1}\{W \geq X^j\}\}$, for $i \geq 2$

$$\mathcal{R}_5 = pr\bigcup_{i=1}^{l}\{W| W \geq X^i\} = \sum_{i=1}^{l} TM_i$$ (10)

If $W = (w_1, w_2, ..., w_e, ..., w_{neq})$

$$pr(W) = \prod_{e=1}^{neq} pr(w_e)$$ (11)

6 The Proposed Approach

Start

Enter network data like the minimum path, requirement, and assets, $MG1$, $NP1$, $NG1$, $Cr1$, $Mu1$, $MG2$, $NP2$, $NG2$, $Cr2$, $Mu2$. ($MG1$ sign to limit number of generations, $NP1$ sign to number of chromosomes, $NG1$ pointing to number of genes equals to $\eta_a$, $Cr1$ refers to crossover rate, $Mu1$ sign to mutation rate, $MG2$ sign to limit number of generations, $NP2$ sign to number of chromosomes, $NG2$ pointing to number of equals to $LF$, $Cr2$ refers to crossover rate, $Mu2$ pointed to mutation rate).

Start outer GA

Randomly generate an initial population up to $M$.

Analyze the starting population.

While $\varrho \leq MG1$, do

While $P \leq NP1$, do

Choosing two chromosomes.

Applying crossover and mutation to generate new childs.

$P = P + 1$

end do

Evaluate the existing population.

Save the appropriate answer to $M$.

$\varrho = \varrho + 1$

end do

Report the best solution found.

Start internal GA

Randomly generate an initial population up to $F$.

Evaluate the initial population.

While $\varrho \leq MG2$, do

While $P \leq NP2$, do

Select two chromosomes.

Use GA operators to obtain new childs.

$P = P + 1$

end do

Asses the current population.

Save the best solution to $F$.

$\varrho = \varrho + 1$

end do
Report the optimal lowers found.

**End internal GA**

Calculate the system reliability $\mathcal{R}_S$.

**End outer GA**

End

7. Studied Cases

In the following subsections, three networks have been used to test the presented methodology. The appropriate GA parameter values were, $\mathcal{M} G 1 = 100$, $\mathcal{N} P 1 = 20$, $C r I = 0.95$, $M u I = 0.05$, $M G 2 = 100$, $N P 2 = 10, 15$, and $20$, $C r 2 = 0.95$, and $M u 2 = 0.05$.

7.1 Network with Three Source and Two Sinks

This route has 8 nodes as shown in figure 5, it has 7 $\mathcal{M} P$s, $\mathcal{M} P_{1,1,1} = \{s_1, n_1, t_1\}$, $\mathcal{M} P_{1,1,2} = \{s_1, n_2, t_1\}$, $\mathcal{M} P_{1,2,1} = \{s_1, n_3, t_2\}$, $\mathcal{M} P_{2,2,1} = \{s_2, n_2, t_1\}$, $\mathcal{M} P_{3,1,1} = \{s_3, n_2, t_1\}$, $\mathcal{M} P_{3,2,1} = \{s_3, n_3, t_2\}$, $\eta eq = N G I = 8$, $L f = N G 2 = 21$, Resources: $R R = (s r_{1,1}, s r_{1,2}, s r_{1,3}, s r_{2,1}, s r_{2,2}, s r_{3,1}, s r_{3,2}, s r_{3,3}) = (5, 2, 3, 5, 3, 2, 2, 2, 3)$. Demand: $D D = (s d_{1,1}, s d_{1,2}, s d_{2,1}, s d_{2,2}, s d_{3,1}, s d_{3,2}) = (3, 1, 2, 1, 3, 3)$. Table 1 shows the optimal minimal level $\mathcal{S}$ achieve maximum $\mathcal{R}_S$ when $N P 2 = 10, 15$ and $20$.

### Table 1: The best solution found to $\mathcal{S}$ by change $N P 2$ and clarify $\mathcal{R}_S$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$N P 2$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{S}$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{R}_S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>[6 14 9 13 16 5 18 15]</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.999970</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>[9 10 5 12 14 7 18 15]</td>
<td>90</td>
<td>0.999997</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>[13 13 6 18 5 13 17 10]</td>
<td>95</td>
<td>0.999923</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
7.2 Network with Two Source and Two Sinks

![Network Diagram]

**Figure 2:** network with two source and two sinks

This route has 10 nodes as shown in figure 6, it has 11 $MP$s, $MP_{1,1,1} = \{s_1, n_1, t_1\}$, $MP_{1,1,2} = \{s_1, n_1, n_4, t_1\}$, $MP_{1,1,3} = \{s_1, n_2, n_4, t_1\}$, $MP_{1,2,1} = \{s_1, n_1, n_4, t_2\}$, $MP_{1,2,2} = \{s_1, n_2, n_4, t_2\}$, $MP_{2,1,1} = \{s_2, n_2, n_4, t_1\}$, $MP_{2,1,2} = \{s_2, n_3, n_5, n_4, t_1\}$, $MP_{2,2,1} = \{s_2, n_2, n_4, t_2\}$, $MP_{2,2,2} = \{s_2, n_3, n_5, n_4, t_2\}$, $MP_{2,2,3} = \{s_2, n_3, n_5, t_2\}$, and $MP_{2,2,4} = \{s_2, n_3, n_6, t_2\}$ $\eta_{eq} = |G_1| = 10$, $L_f = |G_2| = 22$, Resources: $R_R = (sr_{1,1}, sr_{1,2}, sr_{2,1}, sr_{2,2}) = (15, 17, 10, 13)$, Demand: $DD = (sd_{1,1}, sd_{1,2}, sd_{2,1}, sd_{2,2}) = (4, 6, 4, 5)$.

Table 2 shows the best minimum $\$ achieve maximum $R_S$ when $NP_2 = 10, 15$ and $20$.

**Table 2:** The best solution found to $\$ by change $NP_2$ and clarify $R_S$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>NP2</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$$</th>
<th>$R_S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>[8, 15, 17, 10, 14, 22, 12, 24, 24, 22]</td>
<td>168</td>
<td>0.997224</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>[15, 13, 12, 15, 13, 20, 19, 20, 11, 17]</td>
<td>155</td>
<td>0.999897</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>[18, 10, 7, 24, 13, 21, 13, 10, 23, 24]</td>
<td>163</td>
<td>0.980268</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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7.3 Network with Two Source and Three Sinks

This network has 8 nodes as shown in figure 7, it has 13 $MPs$, $MP_{1,1,1} = \{s_1,n_1,t_1\}$, $MP_{1,1,2} = \{s_1,n_2,n_1,t_1\}$, $MP_{1,2,1} = \{s_1,n_1,t_2\}$, $MP_{1,2,2} = \{s_1,n_2,t_2\}$, $MP_{1,2,3} = \{s_1,n_2,n_1,t_2\}$, $MP_{1,3,1} = \{s_1,n_2,t_3\}$, $MP_{2,1,1} = \{s_2,n_2,n_1,t_1\}$, $MP_{2,1,2} = \{s_2,n_3,n_2,n_1,t_1\}$, $MP_{2,2,1} = \{s_2,n_2,t_2\}$, $MP_{2,2,2} = \{s_2,n_3,n_2,t_2\}$, $MP_{2,3,1} = \{s_2,n_2,t_3\}$, $MP_{2,3,2} = \{s_2,n_3,n_2,t_3\}$, $MP_{2,3,3} = \{s_2,n_3,t_3\}$. Resources: $RR = (sr_{1,1}, sr_{1,2}, sr_{2,1}, sr_{2,2}) = (10, 19, 14, 19)$. Demand: $DD = (sd_{1,1}, sd_{1,2}, sd_{1,3}, sd_{2,1}, sd_{2,2}, sd_{2,3}) = (3, 2, 2, 3, 3)$.

Table 3 shows the best minimum $\$\$ achieve maximum $\mathcal{R}_S$ when $NP_2 = 10, 15$ and 20.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$NP_2$</th>
<th>$M$</th>
<th>$$$</th>
<th>$\mathcal{R}_S$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>[13 18 7 10 15 9 9 16]</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.916984</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>[6 13 12 10 13 17 18 8]</td>
<td>97</td>
<td>0.974026</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>20</td>
<td>[9 14 11 13 8 13 16 12]</td>
<td>96</td>
<td>0.999993</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

8 Conclusions

This study succeeded in solving the MMSFNs robust design issue. In this research, the robust design problem was solved using a GA-based approach. In order to achieve the highest system reliability value, we divided the problem into two branches. The first branch investigated the best nodes' capacity when assigned to network elements with the lowest sum. The second branch searched for the best lower vectors. We applied the suggested GA-based approach to a collection of networks, and we got good results that helped us solve the problem at hand. Due
to the lack of prior disagreements regarding the robust design problem for MMSFNs with nodes failure study, we are unable to recall any comparative studies.
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